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This is the third paper in a series being published in Design Studies, which aims to establish the theoretical bases for treating design as a coherent discipline of study. The first contribution in the series was from Bruce Archer, in the very first issue of Design Studies, and the second was from Gerald Nadler, in Vol 1, No 5. Further contributions are invited.

Here, Nigel Cross takes up the arguments for a ‘third area’ of education - design - that were outlined by Archer. He further defines this area by contrasting it with the other two - sciences and humanities - and goes on to consider the criteria which design must satisfy to be acceptable must imply a reorientation from the instrumental aims of conventional design education, towards intrinsic values. These values derive from the ‘designerly ways of knowing’. Because of a common concern with these fundamental ‘ways of knowing’, both design research and design education are contributing to the development of design as a discipline.
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A principal outcome of the Royal College of Art’s research project on ‘Design in general education’ was the restatement of a belief in a missing ‘third area’ of education. The two already-established areas can be broadly classified as education in the sciences and education in the arts, or humanities. These ‘two cultures’ have long been recognised as dominating our social, cultural and educational systems. In the English educational system, especially, children are forces to choose one or other of these two cultures to specialise in at an early age - about 13.

The ‘third culture’ is not so easily recognised, simply because it has been neglected, and has not been adequately named or articulated. Archer and his RCA colleagues were prepared to call it ‘Design with a capital D’ and to articulate it as ‘the collected experience of the material culture, and the collected body of experience, skill and understanding embodied in the arts of planning, inventing, making and doing’.

From the RCA report, the following conclusions can be drawn on the nature of ‘Design with a capital D’:

• The central concern of Design is ‘the conception and realisation of new things’.
• It encompasses the appreciation of ‘material culture’ and the application of ‘the arts of planning, inventing, making and doing’.
• At its core is the ‘language’ of ‘modelling’; it is possible to develop students’ aptitudes in this ‘language’, equivalent to aptitudes in the ‘language’ of the sciences - numeracy - and the ‘language’ of humanities - literacy.
• Design has its own distinct ‘things to know, ways of knowing them, and ways of finding out about them’.

Even a ‘three cultures’ view of human knowledge and ability is a simple model. However, contrasting design with the sciences and the humanities is a useful, if crude, way of beginning to be more articulate about it. Education in any of these ‘cultures’ entails the following three aspects:

• the transmission of knowledge about a phenomenon of study
• a training in the appropriate methods of enquiry
• an initiation into the belief systems and values of the ‘culture’

If we contrast the sciences, the humanities, and design under each aspect, we may become clearer of what we mean by design, and what is particular to it.

• the phenomenon of study in each culture is
  o in the sciences: the natural world
  o in the humanities: human experience
  o in design: the man-made world

• the appropriate methods in each culture are
  o in the sciences: controlled experiment, classification, analysis
  o in the humanities: analogy, metaphor, criticism, evaluation
  o in design: modelling, pattern-formation, synthesis
the values of each culture are:
  o in the sciences: objectivity, rationality, neutrality, and a concern for 'truth'
  o in the humanities: subjectivity, imagination, commitment, and a concern for 'justice'
  o in design: practicality, ingenuity, empathy, and a concern for 'appropriateness'

In most cases, it is easier to contrast the sciences and the humanities (eg objectivity versus subjectivity, experiment versus analogy) than it is to identify the relevant comparable concepts in design. This is perhaps an indication of the paucity of our language and concepts in the 'third culture', rather than any acknowledgement that it does not really exist in its own right. But we are certainly faced with the problem of being more articulate about what it means to be 'designerly' rather than to be 'scientific' or 'artistic'.

Perhaps it would be better to regard the 'third culture' as technology, rather than design. This 'material culture' of design is, after all, the culture of the technologist - of the designer, doer and maker. Technology involves a synthesis of knowledge and skills from both the sciences and the humanities, in the pursuit of practical tasks: it is not simply 'applied science', but 'the application of scientific and other organised knowledge to practical tasks'...

The 'third culture' has traditionally been identified with technology. For example, A N Whitehead2 suggested that: 'There are three main roads along which we can proceed with good hope of advancing towards the best balance of intellect and character: these are the way of literary culture, the way of scientific culture, the way of technical culture. No one of these methods can be exclusively followed without grave loss of intellectual activity and of character.'

DESIGN IN GENERAL EDUCATION

I think it is no accident that a fundamental reconceptualising of design has emerged from a project, such as the Royal College of Art's, related to the development of design in general education. Our established concepts of design have always been related to specialist education: design education has been preparation of students for a professional, technical role. But now we are exploring the ways and the implications of design being a part of everyone's education, in the same ways that the sciences and the humanities are parts of everyone's education.

Traditionally, design teachers have been practising designers who pass on their knowledge, skills and values through a process of apprenticeship. Design students 'act out' the role of designer in small projects, and are tutored in the process by more experienced designers. These design teachers are firstly designers, and only secondly and incidentally teachers. This model may be defensible for specialist education, but in general education all teachers are (or should be) firstly teachers, and only secondly, if at all, specialists in any field.

To understand this distinction we must understand the differences between specialist education and general education. The main distinction lies in the difference between the instrumental, or extrinsic, aims that specialist education usually has, and the intrinsic aims that general education must have. It is perfectly acceptable for architectural education, say, to have the instrumental aim of providing competent designers of buildings, but this cannot be an aim of general education.

Anita Cross has pointed out that, 'Since general education is in principle non-technical and non-vocational, design can only achieve parity with other disciplines in general education if it is organised as an area of study which contributes as much to the individual's self-realisation as to preparation for social roles.'

Whatever government ministers or industrialists may think, the aim of general education is not the preparation of people for social work roles. In a sense there is no 'aim' to general education. Peters9 claims that:

'But now we are exploring the ways and the implications of design being a part of everyone's education, in the same ways that the sciences and the humanities are parts of everyone's education, in the same ways that the sciences and the humanities are parts of everyone's education, in the same ways that the sciences and the humanities are parts of everyone's education. In the humanities: subjectivity, imagination, commitment, and a concern for 'justice'.

Educational criteria

According to Peters the concept of education is one which only suggests criteria by which various activities and processes can be judged to see if they can be classified as 'educational'. Thus, giving a lecture may be educational, but it might not be if it does not satisfy the criteria; a student design project may be educational, but also might not be.

Peters suggests three principal criteria for education, the first of which is that worthwhile knowledge of some value must be transmitted. This first criterion seems straightforward, but actually raises problems of defining what is 'worthwhile'. The example offered by Peters is simplistic: 'We may be educating someone while we are training him: but we need not be. For we may be training him in the art of torture.' Deciding what is worthwhile is obviously value-laden and problematic. We might well agree that the art of torture hardly counts as worthwhile, but what about, say, the art of pugilistics?

However, 'the arts of planning, inventing, making and doing' (to draw on Archer's definition of design again) are presumably clearly recognised as worthwhile.

Peters' second criterion derives from his concern with the processes by which students are educated. He stresses that the manner in which people are educated is just as important as the matter which is transmitted:

Although 'education' picks out no specific processes it does imply criteria which processes involved must satisfy in addition to the demand that something valuable must be passed on. It implies, first of all, that the individual who is educated shall come to care about the valuable things involved, that he shall want to achieve the relevant standards. We would not call a man 'educated' who knew about science but cared nothing for truth or who regarded it merely as a means to getting hot water and hot dogs. Furthermore it implies that he is initiated into the content of the activity or forms of knowledge in a meaningful way, so that he knows what he is doing. A man might be conditioned to avoid dogs or induced to do something by hypnotic suggestion. But we could not describe this as 'education' if he did not know what he was learning while he learned it.'

This second criterion of 'education' therefore stresses the need for the student to be both self-aware and aware of what and why he is learning. It is a process neither of imposing patterns on the student's mind, nor of assuming that free growth towards a desirable end will somehow occur without guidance. Education must be designed deliberately to...
Peters’ third criterion derives from the consideration that: ‘We often say of a man that he is highly trained, but not educated. What lies behind this condemnation?... It is...that he has a very limited conception of what he is doing. He does not see its connection with anything else, its place in a coherent pattern of life. It is, for him, an activity which is cognitively adrift.’

Peters concludes from this consideration that ‘education’ is related to ‘cognitive perspective’, which ‘explains why it is that some activities rather than others seem so obviously to be of educational importance. There is very little to know about riding bicycles, swimming, or golf. It is largely a matter of “knowing how” rather than of “knowing that”’—of knack rather than understanding. Furthermore what there is to know throws very little light on much else.

This is therefore a challenging criterion for design education, since design is often regarded as a skill, perhaps something like bicycle-riding, swimming, or playing golf. Indeed, elsewhere we have used Ryle’s distinction between ‘knowing how’ and ‘knowing that’ to emphasise the role of ‘know how’ in design. However, I would now accept Peter’s suggestion that:

An ‘educated man’ is distinguished not as much by what he does as by what he ‘sees’ or ‘grasps’. If he does something very well, in which he has to be trained, he must see this in perspective, as related to other things. It is difficult to conceive of a training that would result in an ‘educated’ man in which a modicum of instruction has no place. For being educated involves ‘knowing that’ as well as ‘knowing how’.

So to satisfy this third criterion of ‘education’, simple training in a skill is not enough. One is ‘trained’ as a designer, or doctor, or philosopher, but that alone does not make one ‘educated’.

I have considered Peters’ three criteria for ‘education’ at some length because it is important for the proponents of design in general education to be able to meet such criteria. It entails a fundamental change of perspective from that of a vocational training for a design profession, which is the only kind of ‘design education’ we have had previously.

Design in general education is not primarily a preparation for a career, nor is it primarily a training in useful productive skills for ‘doing and making’ in industry. It must be defined in terms of the intrinsic values of education.

The interpretation of ‘education’ that Peters has developed, then, stresses its intrinsic merits. To be educated is of value in and of itself, not because of any extrinsic motivating factors or advantages it might be considered to offer, such as getting a job. In order to justify design as a part of general education, therefore, it is necessary to ensure that what is learned in design classes, and the way it is learned, can meet these criteria. We have to be able to identify that which is intrinsically valuable in the field of design, such that it is justifiably a part of everyone’s education and contributes to the development of an ‘educated’ person.

DESIGNERLY WAYS OF KNOWING

The claim from the Royal College of Art study of ‘Design in general education’ was that ‘there are things to know, ways of knowing them, and ways of finding out about them’ that are specific to the design area. The authors believe that there are designerly ways of knowing, distinct from the more usually-recognised scientific and scholarly ways of knowing. However, the Royal College of Art authors do little to explicate this belief in designerly ways of knowing. They do point out that ‘it would not do to accept design as a sort of ragbag of all the things that science and the humanities happen to leave out’, but they are less than precise about what design should include.

Design must have its own inner coherence, in the ways that science and the humanities do, if it is to be established in comparable intellectual and educational terms. But the world of design has been badly served by its intellectual leaders, who have failed to develop their subject in its own terms. Too often, they have been seduced by the lure of Wissenschat, and turned away from the lore of Technik; they have defected to the cultures of scientific and scholarly enquiry, instead of developing the culture of designerly enquiry.

So what can be said about these ill-defined ‘designerly ways of knowing’? There has, in fact, been a small and very slowly-growing field of enquiry in design research over the last 20 years or so, from which it is possible to begin to draw some conclusions.

Design processes

For example, a number of observational studies has been made of how designers work. These studies tend to support the view that there is a distinct ‘designerly’ form of activity that separates it from typical scientific and scholarly activities. Lawson’s studies of design behaviour, in particular, have compared the problem-solving strategies of designers with those of scientists. He devised problems which required the arrangement of 3D coloured blocks so as to satisfy certain rules (some of which were not initially disclosed), and set the same problems to both postgraduate architectural students and postgraduate science students. The two groups showed dissimilar problem-solving strategies, according to Lawson. The scientists generally adopted a strategy of systematically exploring the possible combinations of blocks, in order to discover the fundamental rule which would allow a permissible combination. The architects were more inclined to propose a series of solutions, and to have these solutions eliminated, until they found an acceptable one. Lawson has commented:

The essential difference between these two strategies is that while the scientists focused their attention on discovering the rule, the architects were obsessed with achieving the desired result. The architects adopted a generally problem-focused strategy and the architects a solution-focused strategy. Although it would be quite possible using the architect’s approach to achieve the best solution without actually discovering the complete range of acceptable solutions, in fact most architects discovered something about the rule governing the allowed combination of blocks. In other words, they learn about the nature of the problem largely as a result of trying out solutions, whereas the scientists set out specifically to study the problem.

These experiments suggest that scientists problem-solve by analysis, whereas designers problem-solve by synthesis. Lawson repeated his experiments with younger students and found that first-year students and sixth-form school students could not be distinguished as ‘architects’ and ‘non-architects’ by their problem-solving strategies: there were no consistent differences. This suggests that architects learn to adopt their solution-focused strategy during and presumably as a result of, their education. Presumably, they learn, are taught, or discover, that this is the more effective way of tackling the problems they are set.
A central feature of design activity, then, is its reliance on generating fairly quickly a satisfactory solution, rather than on any prolonged analysis of the problem. In Simon’s inegalitarian term, it is a process of ‘satisficing’ rather than optimising; producing any one of what might well be a large range of satisfactory solutions rather than attempting to generate the one hypothetically-optimum solution. This strategy has been observed in other studies of design behaviour, including architects’ and engineers’. Why should it be such a recognisably ‘designerly’ way of proceeding is probably not just an embodiment of any intrinsic inadequacies of designers and their education, but is more likely to be a reflection of the nature of the design task and of the nature of the kinds of problems designers tackle. The designer is constrained to produce a practicable result within a specific time limit, whereas the scientist and scholar are both able, and often required, to suspend their judgements and decisions until more is known - ‘further research is needed’ is always a justifiable conclusion for them.

It is also now widely recognised that design problems are ill-defined, ill-structured, or ‘wicked’12. They are not the same as the ‘puzzles’ that scientists, mathematicians and other scholars set themselves. They are not problems for which all the necessary information is, or ever can be, available to the problem-solver. They are therefore not susceptible to exhaustive analysis, and there can never be a guarantee that ‘correct’ solution-focused strategy is clearly preferable to go on analysing the ‘problem’, but the designer’s task is to produce ‘the solution’. It is only in terms of a conjectured solution that the problem can be contained within manageable bounds18. What designers tend to do, therefore, is to seek; or impose a ‘primary generator’19 which both defines the limits of the problem and suggests the nature of its possible solution.

In order to cope with ill-defined problems, the designer has to learn to have the self-confidence to define, redefine and change the problem-as-given in the light of the solution that emerges from his mind and hand. People who seek the certainty of externally structured, well-defined problems will never appreciate the delight of being a designer. Jones has commented that ‘changing the problem in order to solve that problem’ is ‘primary generator’19 which both defines the limits of the problem and suggests the nature of its possible solution.

Such warnings about failing to recognise the particular nature of designing are now common in design theory. Many people have especially warned against confusing design with science.

The scientific method is a pattern of problem-solving behaviour employed in finding out the nature of what exists, whereas the design method is a pattern of behaviour employed in inventing things of value which do not yet exist. Science is analytic; design is constructive. (Gregory20) The natural sciences are concerned with how things are...design, on the other hand, is concerned with how things ought to be. (Simon21)

To base design theory on inappropriate paradigms of logic and science is to make a bad mistake. Logic has interests in abstract forms. Science investigates extant forms. Design initiates novel forms (March22). The emphasis in these admonitions is on the constructive, normative, creative nature of designing. Designing is a process of pattern synthesis, rather than pattern recognition. The solution is not simply lying there among the data, like the dog among the spots in the well known perceptual puzzle; it has to be actively constructed by the designer’s own efforts.

Reflecting on his observations of urban designers, Levin15 commented that:

The designer knows (consciously or unconsciously) that some ingredient must be added to the information that he already has in order that he may arrive at an unique solution. This knowledge is in itself not enough in design problems, of course. He has to look for the extra ingredient, and he uses his powers of conjecture and original thought to do so. What then is this extra ingredient? In many if not most cases it is an ‘ordering principle’. The preoccupation with geometrical patterns that is revealed in many town plans and many writings on the subject demonstrated this very clearly.

And of course it is not only in town planning, but in all fields of design, that one finds this preoccupation with geometrical patterns; a pattern (or some other ordering principle) seemingly has to be imposed in order to make a solution possible.

This pattern-constructing feature has been recognised as lying at the core of design activity by Alexander, in his ‘constructive diagrams’23 and ‘pattern language’24. The designer learns to think in this sketch-like form, in which the abstract patterns of user requirements are turned into the concrete patterns of an actual object. It is like learning an artificial ‘language’, a kind of code which transforms ‘thoughts’ into ‘words’:

Those who have been trained as ‘designers will be using just such a code...which enables the designer to effect a translation from individual, organisational and social needs to physical artefacts. This code which has been learned is supposed to express and contain actual connections which exist between human needs and their artificial environment. In effect, the designer learns to ‘speak’ a language - to make a useful transaction between domains which are unlike each other (sounds and meanings in language, artefacts and needs in design) by means of a code or system of codes which structure that connection. (Hillier and Leaman25)

Designerly ways of knowing are embodied in these ‘codes’. The details of the codes will vary from one design profession to another, but perhaps there is a ‘deep structure’ to design codes. We shall not know this until more effort has been made in externalising the codes.

What designers know about their own problem-solving processes remains largely tacit knowledge - i.e. they know it in the same way that a skilled person ‘knows’ how to perform that skill. They find it difficult to externalise their knowledge, and hence design education is forced to rely so heavily on an apprenticeship system of learning. It may be satisfactory, or at least understandable, for practising designers to be inarticulate about their skills, but teachers of design have a responsibility to be as articulate as they possibly can about what it is they are trying to teach, or else they can have no basis for choosing the content and methods of their teaching.

Design products

So far, I have concentrated on designerly ways of knowing that are embodied in the processes of designing. But there is an equally important area of knowledge embodied in the products of designing.

There is a great wealth of knowledge carried in the objects of our material culture. If you want to know how an
OBJECT SHOULD BE DESIGNED - IE WHAT SHAPES AND SIZES IT SHOULD HAVE, WHAT MATERIAL IT SHOULD BE MADE FROM - GO AND LOOK AT EXISTING EXAMPLES OF THAT KIND OF OBJECT, AND SIMPLY COPY (IE LEARN!) FROM THE PAST. THIS, OF COURSE, WAS THE 'DESIGN PROCESS' THAT WAS SO SUCCESSFUL IN GENERATING THE MATERIAL CULTURE OF CRAFT SOCIETY: THE CRAFTSPERSON SIMPLY COPIED THE DESIGN OF AN OBJECT FROM ITS PREVIOUS EXAMPLES. BOTH JONES AND ALEXANDER HAVE EMPHASISED HOW THE 'UNSELFCONSCIOUS' PROCESSES OF CRAFT DESIGN LED TO EXTREMELY SUBTLE, BEAUTIFUL AND APPROPRIATE OBJECTS. A VERY SIMPLE PROCESS CAN ACTUALLY GENERATE VERY COMPLEX PRODUCTS.

OBJECTS ARE A FORM OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT HOW TO SATISFY CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS, ABOUT HOW TO PERFORM CERTAIN TASKS. AND THEY ARE A FORM OF KNOWLEDGE THAT IS AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE; ONE DOES NOT HAVE TO UNDERSTAND MECHANICS, NOR METALLURGY, NOR THE MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF TIMBER, TO KNOW THAT AN AXE OFFERS (OR 'EXPLAINS') A VERY EFFECTIVE WAY OF SPLITTING WOOD. OF COURSE, EXPPLICIT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT OBJECTS AND ABOUT HOW THEY FUNCTION HAS BECOME AVAILABLE, AND HAS SOMETIMES LED TO SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS IN THE DESIGN OF THE OBJECTS. BUT IN GENERAL, 'INVENTION COMES BEFORE THEORY'; THE WORLD OF 'DOING AND MAKING' IS USUALLY AHEAD OF THE WORLD OF UNDERSTANDING - TECHNOLOGY LEADS TO SCIENCE, NOT VICE VERSA AS IS OFTEN BELIEVED.

A SIGNIFICANT BRANCH OF DESIGNERLY WAYS OF KNOWING, THEN, IS THE KNOWLEDGE THAT RESIDES IN OBJECTS. DESIGNERS ARE IMMERSED IN THIS MATERIAL CULTURE, AND DRAW UPON IT AS THE PRIMARY SOURCE OF THEIR THINKING. DESIGNERS HAVE THE ABILITY BOTH TO 'READ' AND 'WRITE' IN THIS CULTURE: THEY UNDERSTAND WHAT MESSAGES OBJECTS COMMUNICATE, AND THEY CAN CREATE NEW OBJECTS WHICH EMBODY NEW MESSAGES. THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION BETWEEN PEOPLE AND 'THE WORLD OF GOODS' HAS BEEN RECOGNISED BY DOUGLAS AND ISHERWOOD. IN A PASSAGE THAT HAS STRONG CONNECTIONS TO THE ARGUMENTS FOR A 'THIRD AREA' OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE IN DESIGN, AS DISTINCT FROM THE SCIENCES AND THE HUMANITIES, THEY SAY:

FOR TOO LONG A NARROW IDEA OF HUMAN REASONING HAS PREVAILED WHICH ONLY ACCEPTS SIMPLE INDUCTION AND DEDUCTION AS WORTHY OF THE NAME OF THINKING. BUT THERE IS A PRIOR AND PERVERSIVE KIND OF REASONING THAT SCANS A SCENE AND SIZES IT UP, PACKING INTO ONE INSTANT'S SURVEY A PROCESS OF MATCHING, CLASSIFYING AND COMPARING. THIS IS NOT TO INVOLVE A MYSTERIOUS FACULTY OF INTUITION OR MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION. METAPHORIC APPRECIATION, AS ALL THE WORDS WE HAVE USED SUGGEST, IS A WORK OF APPROXIMATE MEASUREMENT, SCALING AND COMPARISON BETWEEN LIKE AND UNLIKE ELEMENTS IN A PATTERN.

'METAPHORIC APPRECIATION' IS AN APT NAME FOR WHAT IT IS THAT DESIGNERS ARE PARTICULARLY SKILLED IN, IN 'READING' THE WORLD OF GOODS, IN TRANSLATING BACK FROM CONCRETE OBJECTS TO ABSTRACT REQUIREMENTS, THROUGH THEIR DESIGN CODES. 'FORGET THAT COMMODITIES ARE GOOD FOR EATING, CLOTHING, AND SHELTER', DOUGLAS AND ISHERWOOD SAY; 'FORGET THEIR USEFULNESS AND TRY INSTEAD THE IDEA THAT COMMODITIES ARE GOOD FOR THINKING; TREAT THEM AS A NONVERBAL MEANS FOR THE HUMAN RELATIVE FACULTY.'

INTRINSIC VALUE OF DESIGN EDUCATION

THE ARGUMENTS FOR, AND DEFENCE OF, DESIGN IN GENERAL EDUCATION MUST REST ON IDENTIFYING THE INTRINSIC VALUES OF DESIGN THAT MAKE IT JUSTIFIABLY A PART OF EVERYONE'S EDUCATION. ABOVE, I HAVE TRIED TO SET OUT THE FIELD OF 'DESIGNERLY WAYS OF KNOWING', AS IT RELATES TO BOTH THE PROCESSES AND THE PRODUCTS OF DESIGNING, IN THE HOPE THAT IT WILL LEAD INTO AN UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT THESE INTRINSIC VALUES MIGHT BE. ESSENTIALLY, WE CAN SAY THAT DESIGNERLY WAYS OF KNOWING REST ON THE MANIPULATION OF NON-VERBAL CODES IN THE MATERIAL CULTURE; THESE CODES TRANSLATE 'MESSAGES' EITHER WAY BETWEEN CONCRETE OBJECTS AND ABSTRACT REQUIREMENTS; THEY FACILITATE THE CONSTRUCTIVE, SOLUTION-FOCUSED THINKING OF THE DESIGNER, IN THE SAME WAY THAT OTHER (EG VERBAL AND NUMERICAL) CODES FACILITATE ANALYTIC, PROBLEM-FOCUSED THINKING; THEY ARE PROBABLY THE MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS OF TACKLING THE CHARACTERISTICALLY ILL-DEFINED PROBLEMS OF PLANNING, DESIGNING AND INVENTING NEW THINGS.

FROM EVEN A SKETCHY ANALYSIS, SUCH AS THIS, OF DESIGNERLY WAYS OF KNOWING, WE CAN indeed BEGIN TO IDENTIFY FEATURES THAT CAN BE JUSTIFIED IN EDUCATION AS HAVING INTRINSIC VALUE. FIRSTLY, WE CAN SAY THAT DESIGN DEVELOPS STUDENTS' ABILITIES IN TACKLING A PARTICULAR KIND OF PROBLEM. THIS KIND OF PROBLEM IS CHARACTERISED AS ILL-DEFINED, OR ILL-STRUCTURED, AND IS QUITE DISTINCT FROM THE KINDS OF WELL-STRUCTURED PROBLEMS THAT ARE TYPICAL OF THE EDUCATIONAL DOMAINS OF THE SCIENCES AND THE HUMANITIES. WE MIGHT EVEN CLAIM THAT OUR DESIGN PROBLEMS ARE MORE 'REAL' THAN THEIRS, IN THAT THEY ARE LIKE THE PROBLEMS OR ISSUES OR DECISIONS THAT PEOPLE ARE MORE USUALLY FACED WITH IN EVERYDAY LIFE.

THERE IS THEREFORE A STRONG EDUCATIONAL JUSTIFICATION FOR DESIGN AS AN INTRODUCTION TO, AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF, COGNITIVE SKILLS AND ABILITIES IN, REAL-WORLD PROBLEM SOLVING. WE MUST BE CAREFUL NOT TO INTERPRET THIS JUSTIFICATION IN INSTRUMENTAL TERMS, AS A TRAINING IN PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS, BUT IN TERMS THAT SATISFY THE MORE RIGOROUS CRITERIA FOR EDUCATION. AS FAR AS PROBLEM-SOLVING IS CONCERNED, DESIGN IN GENERAL EDUCATION MUST BE JUSTIFIED IN TERMS OF HELPING TO DEVELOP AN 'EDUCATED' PERSON, ABLE TO UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF ILL-DEFINED PROBLEMS, HOW TO TACKLE THEM, AND HOW THEY DIFFER FROM OTHER KINDS OF PROBLEMS. THIS KIND OF JUSTIFICATION HAS BEEN DEVELOPED BY MCPKEE IN TERMS OF THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF 'CRITICAL THINKING'. A RELATED JUSTIFICATION IS GIVEN BY HARRISON, PARTICULARLY IN THE CONTEXT OF PRACTICAL DESIGN WORK, IN TERMS OF THE RADICAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN 'MAKING AND THINKING'.

THIS LEADS US INTO A SECOND AREA OF JUSTIFICATION FOR DESIGN IN GENERAL EDUCATION, BASED ON THE KIND OF THINKING THAT IS PECULIAR TO DESIGN. THIS CHARACTERISTICALLY 'CONSTRUCTIVE' THINKING IS DISTINCT FROM THE MORE COMMONLY ACKNOWLEDGED INDUCTIVE AND DEDUCTIVE KINDS OF REASONING. (MARCH HAS RELATED IT TO WHAT C S PEIRCE CALLED 'ABDUCTIVE' REASONING.)

IN EDUCATIONAL TERMS, THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONSTRUCTIVE THINKING MUST BE SEEN AS A NEGLECTED ASPECT OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN THE INDIVIDUAL. THIS NEGLECT CAN BE TRACED TO THE DOMINANCE OF THE SCIENCES AND THE HUMANITIES, AND THE DOMINANCE OF THE 'STAGE' THEORIES OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT. THESE THEORIES, ESPECIALLY PIAGET'S, TEND TO SUGGEST THAT THE CONCRETE, CONSTRUCTIVE, SYNTHETIC KINDS OF REASONING OCCUR RELATIVELY EARLY IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT, AND THAT THEY ARE PASSED THROUGH TO REACH THE HIGHER STATES OF ABSTRACT, ANALYTICAL REASONING (IE THE KINDS OF REASONING THAT PREDOMINATE IN THE SCIENCES, ESPECIALLY). THERE ARE OTHER THEORIES (FOR EXAMPLE, BRUNER'S) THAT SUGGEST THAT COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IS A CONTINUOUS PROCESS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN DIFFERENT MODES OF COGNITION, ALL OF WHICH CAN BE DEVELOPED TO HIGH LEVELS. THAT IS, THE QUANTITATIVELY DIFFERENT TYPES OF COGNITION (EG 'CONCRETE' AND 'FORMAL' TYPES IN PIAGET'S TERMS, 'ICONIC' AND 'SYMBOLIC' IN BRUNER'S TERMS) ARE NOT SIMPLY CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 'STAGES' OF DEVELOPMENT, BUT ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF INNATE HUMAN COGNITIVE ABILITIES, ALL OF WHICH CAN BE DEVELOPED FROM LOWER TO HIGHER LEVELS.
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The concrete/iconic modes of cognition are particularly relevant in design, whereas the formal-symbolic modes are more relevant in the sciences. If the ‘continuous’ rather than the ‘stage’ theories of cognitive development are adopted, it is clear that there is a strong justification for design education in that it provides opportunities particularly for the development of the concrete/iconic modes.

From this, we can move on to a third area of justification for design in general education, based on the recognition that there are large areas of human cognitive ability that have been systematically ignored in our educational system. Because the theorists of cognitive development are themselves thoroughly immersed in the scientific-academic cultures where numeracy and literacy prevail, they have overlooked the third culture of design. This culture relied not so much on verbal, numerical and literary modes of thinking and communicating, but on nonverbal modes. This is particularly evident in the designer’s use of models and ‘codes’ that rely so heavily on graphic images - ie drawings, diagrams and sketches that are aids to internal thinking as well as aids to communicating ideas and instructions to others.

As well as these graphic models, there is also in design a significant use of mental imagery in ‘the mind’s eye’. The field of nonverbal thought and communication as it relates to design includes a wide range of elements, from ‘graphicacy’ to ‘object languages’, ‘action languages’ and ‘cognitive mapping’. Most of these cognitive modes are strongest in the right hemisphere of the brain, rather than the left. So on this view the ‘neglected area’ of design in education is not merely one-third of human experience and ability, but nearer to one-half!

French has recognised nonverbal thinking as perhaps the principal justification for design in general education: ‘It is in strengthening and uniting the entire nonverbal education of the child, and in its improvement of the range of acuity of his thinking, that the prime justification of the teaching of design in schools should be sought, not in preparing for a career or leisure, nor in training knowledgeable consumers, valuable as these aspects may be.’

DESIGN AS A DISCIPLINE

In this paper I have taken up the argument put forward in the Royal College of Art report on ‘Design in general education’ that there are ‘designerly ways of knowing’ that are at the core of the design area of education. First, I have stressed that we must seek to interpret this core of knowledge in terms of its characteristics.

I identified five aspects of designerly ways of knowing:

- Designers tackle ‘ill-Defined’ problems.
- Their mode of problem-solving is ‘solution-focused’.
- Their mode of thinking is ‘constructive’.
- They use ‘codes’ that translate abstract requirements into concrete objects.
- They use these codes to both ‘read’ and ‘write’ in ‘object languages’.

From these ways of knowing I drew three main areas of justification for design in general education:

- Design develops innate abilities in solving real-world, ill-defined problems.
- Design sustains cognitive development in the concrete/iconic modes of cognition.
- Design offers opportunities for development of a wide range of abilities in nonverbal thought and communication.

For me, something else also begins to emerge from these lines of argument. It seems to me that the design research movement of the last 20 years and the design education movement of the last 10 years are beginning to converge on what is, after all, their common concern - the discipline of design. The research path to design as a discipline has concentrated on understanding those general features of design activity that are common to all the design professions: it has been concerned with ‘design in general’ and it now allows us to generalise at least a little about the designerly ways of knowing. The education path to design as a discipline has also been concerned with ‘design in general’, and it has led us to consider what it is that can be generalised as of intrinsic value in learning to design. Both the research and the education paths, then, have been concerned with developing the general subject of design.

However, there is still a long way to go before we can begin to have much sense of having achieved a real understanding of design as a discipline - we have only begun to make rough maps of the territory. Following on from his comments on nonverbal education as the prime justification for design in general education, French also points out that there are certain implications arising from this:

If design teaching is to have this role it must meet certain requirements. It must ‘stretch the mind’, and ideally this involves a progression from step to step, some discipline of thought to be acquired in more or less specifiable components, reflected in a growing achievement of the pupil that both he and his teacher can recognise with some confidence. At present, there does not seem to be enough understanding, enough scholarly work on design, enough material of a suitable nature to make such teaching possible. I believe we should strive to remedy this state of affairs.

The education path to design as a discipline forces us to consider the nature of this general subject of design, which is that we are seeking to develop in the individual student, and how this development can be structured for learning. Like our colleagues in the sciences and the humanities we can at this point legitimately conclude that further research is needed! We need more research and enquiry: first into the designerly ways of knowing; second into the scope, limits and nature of innate cognitive abilities relevant to design; and third into the ways of enhancing and developing these abilities through education.

We need a ‘research programme’, in the sense in which Lakatos has described the research programmes of science. At its core is a ‘touch-stone’ or idea - in our case the view that ‘there are designerly ways of knowing’. Around this core is built a ‘defensive’ network of related theories, ideas and knowledge - and I have tried to sketch in some of these in this paper. In this way both design research and design education can develop a common approach to design as a discipline.
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